Abstract. Flavor transitions via the charged current interactions are parametrized by a three dimensional and unitary transformation. This so called mixing matrix requires of four mixing parameters. Here we show that under the phenomenological observation of hierarchical fermion masses, m3 ≫ m2 ≫ m1, a mixing parametrization can be built with its mixing parameters being the corresponding four independent mass ratios of each fermion sector, i.e., mu/mc, mc/mt, m d /ms, and ms/m b and me/mµ, mµ/mτ , mν1/mν2, and mν2/mν3, for the quark and lepton sector, respectively.
Introduction
Physical theories with a less number of independent parameters are not only more predictive when compared to those with a larger number, but do also offer a better and more comprehensible description of Nature. Here we show that the Standard Model (SM) of the electroweak interactions can have its set of independent parameters significantly reduced [1] .
The SM Lagrangian, written in the interaction basis, has the fermion mass matrices as three by three arbitrary and complex matrices. It is by virtue of a biunitary transformation that the mass matrices can be expressed in its diagonal form with all its entries being now real and positive. This set of biunitary transformations are nothing more than the needed independent rotations which must be, in general, simultaneously applied to the left-and right-handed fields of each fermion type. Generically, we have the following picture 
where L and R are unitary transformations acting, respectively, in the left-and righthanded fields of the same fermion type, Σ ≡ Diag(m 1 , m 2 , m 3 ) with m j ≥ 0, and m ij are complex numbers. Some remarks now follow. The quark mixing matrix is close to the unit matrix with |V 12 | being its largest off-diagonal element. In the PDG parametrization this is translated into two very small angles (∼ 1 • ) and a third one with order 10 • . On the other hand, the leptonic mixing matrix is by far quite different from this picture. Its smallest matrix element is of the same order as the largest one in the quark sector. In the PDG parametrization this gets translated into two large angles (one of them close to maximal) and one small angle. So we have two mixing matrices that from their structure really seem to come from different origins. This aspect is one of many which are commonly known as the flavour puzzle. So how can we understand this observed discrepancy? What we want to show here is that we do not need to go beyond the standard model to understand the observed values in mixing phenomena.
We take the Gatto-Sartori-Tonin (GST) relation [9] , which coincides surprisingly well with the Cabibbo angle,
as the strongest hint to understand this aspect of the flavour puzzle. This relation is pointing out to a possibility: a mixing parametrization with fermion mass ratios as its mixing parameters. But, does it make any sense to think on this possibility? We have six masses per fermion sector and only four mass ratios are independent: m a,1 /m a,2 , m a,2 /m a,3 , m b,1 /m b,2 , and m b,2 /m b, 3 . In fact, only in the two and three family cases we have sufficient (more or an equal number of) mass ratios as mixing parameters [1] . Beyond three families we cannot think of building such a mixing parametrization with mass ratios.
In the following, we try to guide the reader through a list of questions and answers.
2. From where we should start?
Recall the generic mixing matrix definition
where a = u, e and b = d, ν and V equals the CKM or PMNS mixing matrix, respectively. As we want to find
this implies we should look out for the possibility of expressing
How can we connect this unitary transformations acting on the left-handed fields to the corresponding fermion masses? We need to consider that they diagonalize the left Hermitian product of the mass matrices,
Any existing relation between mass ratios and the unitary transformations should emerge from here. The use of the three matrix invariants gives,
where we have denoted by
, and
, the matrix elements of the Hermitian product 
No unique and exact solution exists within the SM for this non-linear system of equations.
What about an approximated solution?
An important feature masses of the charged fermion species share is their observed hierarchical structure
which in terms of orders of magnitude becomes
Even for neutrinos, the two squared mass differences measured from neutrino oscillations obey a hierarchy although much weaker, 
Could we use this hierarchical nature of fermion masses to find out our desired approximated solution? The answer is yes.
A first step towards an approximated solution
Two questions must be answered before considering an approximated solution. Which conditions should be met by the fermion masses in order to guarantee that we have a unique solution? Which theorems will support the uniqueness of our approximations?
The answer for the former question follows from the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of a complex matrix. The two unitary transformations diagonalizing it are unique up to some global complex phases whenever the singular values (fermions masses) have non-degeneracy and can thus be ordered from the smallest to the largest one.
On the other hand, the answer to the second question follows from the following. When considering some of the singular values as zero (because when compared to the rest are rather small) then we need to consider a theorem named Schmidt-Mirsky approximation theorem that tells us we are safe to use such lower rank approximations and still guarantee the uniqueness of the computed unitary transformations.
A generic treatment
We choose to work in the interaction basis which has all mass matrices still non-diagonal. From now on we will denote them generically by M and its singular values (fermion masses) by m i (i = 1, 2, 3).
The SVD provides the relation,
where ℓ i and r i are the singular vectors of each singular value. This expression points to the fact that the fermion mass ratios m 1 /m 2 and m 2 /m 3 play the dominant rôle in determining the structure of the mass matrix whereas m 3 sets the overall mass scale. The lower rank approximations can be obtained from either m 3 ≫ m 2 , m 1
or m 3 , m 2 ≫ m 1
3.3. The rank one approximation In general, the SVD tells us that the rank one approximation is given by 
However, if the first and second families are massless we should expect no mixing among the fermions L(m 1 = 0, m 2 = 0) = 1 3×3 . Therefore, we actually know the left Hermitian product
In order to find M r=1 and not only the left Hermitian product we need to remember that it should be possible to consider an electroweak basis which explicitly shows no coupling between the massless families and the Higgs field. In that basis
3.4. The rank two approximation Setting the mass of the second family different from zero can produce mixing between the second and third fermion generations,
At this point we still do not know what the relation between the rotation angle θ 23 and the mass ratio m 2 /m 3 is. But what we do know is the hierarchy which means a small angle θ 23 ≪ 1. This allows us to take the Taylor expansion to first order
which then gives to second order,
To know the matrix form of |M r=2 | we need to assume that the right Hermitian product M † M is equal to its left counterpart MM † . This is equivalent to assuming the mass matrices to be normal. A normal matrix A satisfies the relation AA † = A † A. We find to second order a similar expansion as before
We take this hierarchical structure and translate it into the following matrix form 
In fact, this assumption needs a more careful treatment and its details can be found in [10] . It is straightforward to show that |m 23 | = √ m 2 m 3 and |m 33 | = m 3 − m 2 . Moreover, we find that the diagonalization of such a matrix requires the angle of rotation to satisfy a GST-like relation
Ansatz on the complex phases
The special unitary transformation diagonalizing M r=2 has one phase and one angle
with the angle satisfying the GST relation. However, we cannot expect any new dependence on more free parameters. If the four mass ratios can really behave as mixing parameters no significant effect should come from the complex phases apart from determining if either we have orthogonal transformations in its two varieties: clockwise (δ 23 = 0) or counter-clockwise (δ 23 = π); or special unitary transformations having an i factor in the off diagonal elements also in its two possible varieties (δ 23 = π/2, 3π/2). Therefore, we consider this set of four possible values as an ansatz that complex phases should follow [11, 12] .
What is the effect produced by each complex phase value?
One can show that complex phases will always appear as phase differences,
Thus, from now on we will consider that only one of them takes a value while the other is zero,
We will not go here into more details but one can also see that when studying mixing between two families three different cases arise: a minimal (δ b ij = 0) or maximal (δ b ij = π) value of mixing without CP violation or a medium value of mixing (δ b ij = π/2, 3π/2) with CP violation. Then, when studying mixing in the full rank picture, which basically means within one fermion type
that is, three successive rotations in the three different two-family planes, what we could, on general grounds, anticipate is the fact that we will be allowed to consider 4 3 = 64 possible combinations. However, mixing in the 2-3 sector (two families) should not introduce any CP violation. Therefore, we can only consider it to have either minimal or maximal mixing. Then this reduces our combinations to 4 2 × 2 = 32. Moreover, a symmetry argument pointing to the fact that we should only consider a complex phase implying CP violation in the 1-2 sector now follows. In general, our mass matrices can be considered as rank one rather than rank two. That is, the contribution added from the rank one to the rank two is negligible. Therefore, we should expect our mass matrices to approximately conserved the global and accidental U (2) 3 flavour symmetry. Hence, we will constrain our combinations to:
Implying we will have 2 3 = 8 possible combinations. We lack a principle that could explain us which case we should expect. But what we know is that if the four mass ratios parametrization really works we should find one possible case from the eight agreeing with what has been already observed.
How are the approximations improved?
In the full rank picture, passing from two massive families to three, we need to set m 1 different from zero. But, this in return, as expected from the lower rank approximation theorem, should provide contributions proportional to it in all the matrix elements. Even in the 2-3 sector which we had already diagonalized. Thus, recall we have already diagonalized the 2-3 sector. However, after moving to the full rank picture we should consider diagonalizing again this sector by some angle proportional to m 1 . We treat this by introducing the ansatz:
Similar, for the 1-3 sector we have the ansatz
The 1-2 sector has no approximations as rotating this sector already includes the two corresponding masses. Then, we only require a single rotation
Note that all the new phases appearing in the added two more rotations in the 2-3 and 1-3 sector should be taken such that they either minimize or maximize the initial value if the initial rotation was meant to produce minimal or maximal mixing, respectively. The complete expression to diagonalize the mass matrix of one fermion type is thus
Discussions and Conclusions
The quark sector is found to be well described by minimal mixing in both the 2-3 and 1-3 sector, while medium mixing in the 1-2 sector with π/2. The agreement to experiment is simply great 
with the Jarlskog invariant being J ℓ = −0.031
+0.006
−0.007 . Leptonic mixing requires maximal mixing in the 2-3 sector, minimal in the 1-3 sector, and medium in the 1-2 sector with 3π/2.
Hierarchical masses within the quark sector led us to the computed mixing formulas. However, the fact that neutrinos also give an excellent agreement without having such a strong hierarchy leaves the sensation that some mechanism independent of the hierarchy in the masses is being responsible for the way mixing happens. That is, the formulas we found are applicable for all possible values of fermion masses and are not a consequence of hierarchical masses. In this regard, what we called the Flavor-Blind Principle gives a reason on why such Yukawas appear and why the GST relation is not related to hierarchical masses but rather to the symmetrical origin of the Yukawa matrices.
A last remark about the usefulness of this approach is that it has been seen to play an important role in solving the strong CP problem [13] .
